Windrow Inverter
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Invert or merge your windrows
of hay completely while
minimizing leaf loss
Not just a merger...

Dion’s windrow inverter does more than just merge windrows, it replaces
tedding and swathing. On the first pass, the swath is moved on a dry ground
and turned completely to expose the moist side. The sun takes care of the
drying. A second pass allows the swath to dry completely and puts the dry
hay where needed.

Smooth Work

The pick-up lifts the windrow smoothly without picking up any soil or rock. The
conveyor belt maintains the integrity of the swath while the disk turns it and
lays it softly on the ground.

Quick and Energy Efficient

Dion’s windrow inverter is ground driven, has no P.T.O., no hydraulics and requires
little power. The mechanism engages automatically when the pick-up is lowered.
The operational speed can vary from 7.5-11 mph (12-18 km/h).

Specifications
Height:
Width:
Length:
Disc:
Weight:

5’3” (160 cm)
9’4” (285 cm)
16’10” (512 cm)
8’ (244 cm)
1984 lb (900 kg)

Pick-up width: 5’ (152 cm)
Swath Size:
21.5 - 48 ft² (2 - 4.5 m²)
Operating speed: 2 - 8 mph (3 - 13 km/h)
Transport speed: 20 mph (32 km/h)
Tires: terra type: 23 x 8.50 - 12 nhs

Advantages
• Minimal loss of leaves
• Hay placed in windrows such that the tractor never
circulates over it
• Automatic and hydraulically controlled engaging/
disengaging system
• Maximizes the quality and quantity of your forage
• Merging of 2 windrows without leaving hay
on the ground
• Ground driven (no PTO required)
• Easy and safe operation
• Minimum maintenance
Option of 1 or 2 gathering wheels. Each wheel increases
the effective width of the pick-up head by 12” (30 cm).

Your best choice for harvesting equipment
since 1920

Dion’s products have over 95 years of service to farmers.
Today Dion is at the forefront in the conception, design and manufacturing
of agricultural equipment. Our rotary, row independent, corn heads for
pull-type forage harvesters are just one of our products putting industry
leading technology within the reach of everyone.
Our vision of modern, efficient & performance oriented equipment allows
us to see a promising future filled with quality products like you’ve come
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Come see us
in action on
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429, Côte Sud
Boisbriand, Québec, Canada J7E 4H5
T: 450 437-3449
F: 450 437-8176
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